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New Features in eFilm Scan 1.0.3 
1. The VIDAR Diagnostic Pro Advantage is now supported. 
 

Bugs Fixed in eFilm Scan 1.0.3 
1. Modality Worklist (MWL) used to crash eFilm Scan when a MWL query was made to certain MWL 

providers (e.g., Mitra). 
2. eFilm Scan now properly populates the Modality and Start Date fields in the Modality Worklist (MWL) 

result list. 
 

New Features in eFilm Scan 1.0.2 
1. eFilm Scan now supports the eFilm Workstation 1.9.x database format. 
 

Bugs Fixed in eFilm Scan 1.0.2 
1. The installation of eFilm Scan now grants the appropriate permissions to the necessary user groups in 

certain eFilm Scan folders. 
2. The Duplicate button now functions for fresh film scans. 
3. Monochrome images are no longer being created with the Planar Configuration set to 1. 
 

Bugs Fixed in eFilm Scan 1.0.1 
1. The rotation of an image in the QA dialog box is now preserved when the image is imported into eFilm 

Workstation. 
2. The support for TWAIN compliant digitizers has been improved. In addition, for TWAIN scanners that 

do not automatically detect the size of the image you are scanning, the ability to set the image width 
and height has been added to the Scan dialog box. 

3. The main eFilm Scan window is now resizable. 
4. The responsiveness and speed when drawing segment boxes, moving thumbnails, and window leveling 

the images have been improved. 
5. The thumbnail order is now preserved if the thumbnails have been saved and then restored during a 

future eFilm Scan session. 
6. The Accession number field on the Import dialog box now accepts both numeric and alphabetic 

characters and will automatically be filled with a NULL character if the field has been left blank. 
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